Nearly two decades of work on VIP (Voltage Instability Prediction) 
Introduction
The phenomenon of voltage instability in power systems [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] has received considerable attention over the past three decades. The occurrences of voltage stability are becoming more likely owing to the fact that the transmission systems are now being operated closer to their stability limits. Several blackouts that struck North America and Europe have been related to voltage instability problems. Those disturbances arise when the combined capabilities of transmission and generation are unable to meet the increasing load demand [5] . This leads to deterioration of the voltage profile in certain parts of the system, and ultimately may lead to a collapse of voltages and total system blackout.
One of the methods of analyzing voltage instability is by assessing the security margins and ensuring adequate margins against credible contingencies. For assessment of the proximity to voltage collapse, several methods based on the power flow and dynamic simulations have been used. However, these methods lack the simplicity and the computational ease found in the methods based on the local measurements. One such early method based on the local measurement of voltage and current phasors was developed in the late 90s, commonly referred to as VIP, an acronym for Voltage Instability Prediction [6] . It proposes quasiThévenin equivalent to model the rest of the system behind a load bus. The quasi-Thévenin equivalent aggregates all other network parameters behind the point of measurement and compares them with the driving point impedance of the load. In [7] , the authors expand the results to include nonlinear (ZIP) load models and propose a mechanism to monitor the generator reactive reserves in the form a real-time index. An early effort made in the direction of getting rid of some of the identification problems is compiled in [8] in which the authors propose to factor in the direction of the change of Thévenin voltage and the amount of variation in compliance with some basic rules.
An alternative method based on monitoring of the distribution voltages controlled by Load Tap Changers (LTCs) is described in [9] . The concept of networked VIP was explored in [10] . For the purpose of increasing the robustness of the VIP estimates, this method incorporates the information in the surrounding areas to further refine the estimation of Thevenin Equivalent. This technique, referred to as VIP++, measures the voltage and current at two load buses and assumes a known admittance between the two. To overcome the problem of having nonlinear and dynamic loads being lumped with the system equivalent, reference [11] proposes a network decoupling transform which models the effect of all the other loads as constant virtual impedance. The result is a nearly constant Thévenin impedance which does not change in the absence of PV-PQ transitions in the system generators. Reference [12] provides an exhaustive list of different technique used for voltage instability detection. As an outgrowth of the results presented in [13] , this work is aimed at studying the changes in the distribution of the VIP locations across a given network in terms of their accuracy of margins. The system conditions are synthetically varied by increased system loading and/or by randomly changing the status of Over Excitation Limiters 
Stability Margin Estimation
VIP models the external system seen from the point of measurement as a Thévenin equivalent. The two equivalent parameters are the Thévenin emf, "# and Thévenin impedance, "# . Once the external system parameters are identified, metrics for distance from the operating point to the point of collapse can be determined. In particular, the loading margin can be derived from the two system equivalent parameters. Although VIP suffers from some identification problems, particularly in the estimation of the model parameters, such problems are overcome by sampling discrete time sequence of voltage and current phasors. Between two sufficiently close sampling events, system parameters show nearly constant characteristics in the absence of topology-changing events such as equipment outages of generator PV-PQ transitions. The assumption of constancy of the Thévenin model allows parameter identification and facilitates determination of the system equivalent impedance and voltage. The length of the data window chosen for sampling the time sequence measurements of voltage and current phasors is critical for optimal estimation of model parameters. The measurements are sampled at time instants or loading instants, which allow a change in the operating point while at the same time maintaining the quasi-constant nature of the system equivalent. Achieving this tradeoff between sufficiently closely spaced sampling instants and measurably different system conditions is critical in obtaining meaningful information from the measurements.
Margin quantitatively defines the relationship between the distance to a possible voltage collapse scenario and the current system loading. The VIP method, introduced in [6] , offers a possibility to quantify the distance to collapse in terms of system loading as a percentage of base load. As the system is progressively stressed through the use of a load multiplier, , the apparent load impedance moves closer to the Thevenin impedance becoming equal to Thevenin Impedance in magnitude at the point of collapse. Quantitatively at the point of collapse for a constant power load the following relationship holds true
where | & | represents the magnitude of the load impedance and "# is the magnitude of the Thevenin impedance. As a result of this, the difference between two impedances can serve as an indicator of the available system margin in the direction of the assumed system loading. Equation (1) can be used to derive the expression for maximum power that can be delivered to a load bus. Since margin at any arbitrary system loading, , is defined as ∆ = -./ − 1 2 Where -./ is the maximum deliverable power at a bus and 1 is the complex power injection to the load bus at a system loading of , a measure of system margin in terms of apparent power is possible. The margin thus obtained has to be mapped in terms of system loading for a system wide comparison with other VIP locations. If 1,4 represents the system margin in terms of system loading at bus ′ 7 at a loading factor , and Δ 4 represents the margin in terms of apparent power at bus ′ 7 , where <=>?> , then The current in Figure 1 is given by
Where "# and "# are the real and imaginary parts of the Thevenin Impedance, & is the real part of the load impedance and is the load power factor angle. At the point of voltage collapse the extremum condition can be stated as
This leads to the equation for the maximum power in terms of the Thevenin parameters of the system as defined by (6). Where 4,-./ is the maximum power that could be delivered at bus ∈ { }, "#,4 is the magnitude of the Thevenin model emf at bus , "#,4 is the magnitude of the Thevenin Impedance at bus , "#,4 and "#,4 are the real and imaginary parts of the Thevenin Impedance at bus and 4 is the load power factor angle at bus . The maximum deliverable power given by equation (6) is a function of the system loading parameter, . An alternate expression in terms of active power can be written as Where 4,-./ is the maximum real power transferable to Bus , while &,4 and "#,4 represent the load impedance and the corresponding Thévenin impedance at bus . Again, active power margin can be trivially derived from equation (7) in a fashion similar to equation (2), as
Where ∆ 4 is the available active power margin at Bus , and 1 is the active power injected at Bus at system loading . It is important to note that power margins given by Equations (2) and (8) are implicit functions of system loading parameter, . In fact, margin is a monotonically linearly decreasing function of system loading factor marked by sharp discontinuities at the instants which correspond to generators reaching their respective reactive power limits. When a generator reaches the reactive limit, it loses control of its terminal voltage and switches from a voltage controlled (PV) bus to a voltage variable (PQ) bus. Such generator switching instants are observed through discontinuous changes in the system Thévenin equivalent parameters. Since system margin is derived by extrapolating the impedance trajectories of system Thévenin impedance and load impedance, such events of PV-PQ transitions significantly, impact the VIP-derived margin. In a theoretical sense, margins obtained at all the load buses should agree with each other. However, the estimated margins obtained from VIP are not equal, largely due the heuristic nature of the VIP algorithm. Therefore, if an aggregation of wide area margin estimates from local VIPs is possible, useful information to improve the accuracy of margin estimation could be extracted from the redundant margin estimates throughout the network.
The impedance matching condition proposed by the VIP in equation (1) at the point of collapse is a direct consequence of
Where, 4 is the magnitude of the voltage at bus , at the point of collapse. If the load power factor at bus is cos 4 , active power can be written as 4 = 4 e cos 4 9
The load current, e is a function of bus voltage, At the point of voltage collapse, which corresponds to the nose of the PV curve for a constant power load, equation (10), further yields
Equation (11), reiterates the statement of equation (1), which essentially derives from the fact that, at the point of collapse, and for a constant power type of load,
Since margin is a linearly decreasing function of the system loading, the maximum power transferable to a bus as given by equations (6) and (7), should turn out to be constant. However, due to nonlinearity inherent in the Thévenin parameter identification, the maximum transferable power varies with the system loading. As the estimated Thévenin model parameters approach their true value, the maximum power calculated using equations (6) and (7) also approaches its true value. This explains the convergence of the VIP margins as the system evolves towards an impending instability. In this paper, a proportional increase in the system loading is assumed, (active as well as reactive load), preserving constant load power factors. The sampling instants are chosen in simulations such that the system load is increased in steps of 0.05%, which allows for a change in the system operating point while also maintaining the quasiconstant characteristics of the Thévenin model parameters. The active and reactive loads at bus , at any arbitrary system loading level, , can be written as are the active and reactive loads on bus , at base load i.e corresponding to = 1. The standard IEEE 9 bus system, as shown in Figure 2 , illustrates the spread of the estimated VIP margins (at Page 2625 different locations) and the evolution of the margins under the condition of increased system loading. The arrows on the buses mark the VIP locations. Figure 3 plots the VIP derived margins of load buses. To inject some degree of redundancy, additional load is placed at Bus 8 which leads to four VIP locations in this network. 
VIP Margin Accuracy
The inaccuracies inherent in the Thévenin parameter identification, due to the nonlinear characteristic of the system, are reflected in the VIP margins in the form of a distribution around the true system margin. In equations (6) and (7), the values of the Thévenin model parameters correspond to their values at critical point. However, the assumption of constancy of the Thévenin equivalent makes it possible to use the present estimated values of the Thévenin equivalent in order to yield a measure of the power injected at a bus at the critical loading factor. The assumption of constancy works well within a sampling window of sufficiently short length. When spread over the entire loading space, which may include an arbitrary number of PV-PQ transitions, system parameters tend to gradually drift from their initial values. This small but a gradual drift in the system parameters offsets the estimation of the true maximum power. Depending on the drift experienced by the VIP locations, the accuracy of VIP margins changes. In Figure 3 , the VIP location bus 9 is consistently more accurate than the rest of the VIP locations with VIP on Bus 8 being the least accurate. Figure 4 plots the relative drift in the Thévenin Impedance experienced by VIP locations from system base load which corresponds to, = 1 to the critical loading factor of the system corresponding to, ≅ 1.5261. A wide variety of changes in the external system conditions can lead to large changes in the parameters of the Thévenin model. Apart from system loading, which is normally the dominant factor in determining the VIP margins, factors such as the status of OELs of generators also greatly impacts the values and changes of VIP margins. In addition, contingencies like line outages also lead to a change in the estimated margins at loads and thus creating a different distribution of VIP margins. In view of these observations, it becomes very difficult to predict a particular VIP location in order to reveal the information about available system margin. Whenever any generator reaches the reactive limit, it represents a changed system condition, making it necessary to reevaluate the accuracy ranking of the VIPs. Similarly, line outages cause a change in system topology, which negatively impacts the available system margin and changes the order of the accurate VIP locations. In this work, VIP margin accuracy is assessed by manually altering the reactive limits of the generators, thus creating a distinct pattern of PV-PQ transitions.
Effect of Generator Reactive Limits
The standard IEEE 9 bus system as shown in Figure 2 is studied under a different a set of generator reactive limits and the related impact on the VIP derived margins. The standard 9 bus system is equipped with three generators, including the slack bus, and three
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loads to which one more load is added for the purposes of having redundant measurements. Three different cases are created, which correspond to any one of the generators reaching its limit or both generators reaching their respective limits. The load on Bus 8 is varied proportionally in the three cases along with the generator reactive limits, to create a distinct loading profile for each case, which allows the possibility of different PV-PQ transitions. It is to be expected that when two generators, with the exception of the swing bus, are allowed to reach their limits, the impact on the system margin and the accuracy spectrum of VIPs will be significant as opposed to only one generator reaching the limit. For the sake of simplifying the analysis, different loading factor regions are created.
Since the system behavior remains almost unchanging between two successive PV-PQ transitions, it is important to evaluate the margins in such regions, separated by consecutive PV-PQ transitions. A generator switching from PV mode to PQ mode signifies a precipitous decline of the reactive reserves of the system, while also presenting an extra burden to the system. In the absence of any emergency controls or reactive compensation at buses, PV-PQ transitions can effectively drag the system into collapse. However, it has also been observed that generators can switch from PQ to PV mode, which signifies an increase in the reactive reserves of the system. Such switches have been observed to have an effect of increased margin available in the network. Under any such transitions, the accuracy of a VIP margin depends on the accuracy of estimation of 4,-./ or 4,-./ . Load buses, which are able to estimate them as close as possible to their true values, are naturally associated with better accuracy in their margin estimation.
In Figure 2 , bus 1 is the slack bus while buses 2 and 3 are voltage-controlled buses. The first case is created by manipulating the reactive limits of the generators in such a way that allows only generator-2 to reach its limit, thus changing from a PV (voltage-controlled) bus to a PQ bus. Table 1 lists the data for this case and the associated accuracy ranking of VIP locations. Gen-2 100 Bus-9 Bus-8
Gen-3 300
Bus-5 Bus-9 Bus-7
Bus-7 Bus-8
Bus-5 Figure 5 shows the estimates of the margins for the case when only generator-2 reaches the reactive limit. A significant change in the accuracy spectrum results when generator at bus 2 reaches the limit. Before the PV-PQ transition, the VIP margin of Bus 8 is characterized by highest inaccuracy.
Figure 5. VIP Margin Distribution of 9 Bus
System when Gen-2 reaches the reactive limit. The switching of generator 2 also has a huge impact on the system margin. The available margin then undergoes a drastic change and drops by more than 50%. The critical loading factor of the system is o ≅ 1.869. In the second case, the generator at bus 3 is allowed to reach its reactive limit and switch from PV mode to PQ mode, while the generator at bus 2 stay in PV mode. Table 2 lists the data for this case and the associated VIP margin accuracy ranking. Bus-8
Figure 6. VIP Margin Distribution of 9 Bus
System when Gen-3 reaches the reactive limit. Figure 6 plots the VIP margins when only generator-3 is allowed to reach the reactive limit. Figures 5 and  6 can be compared and the differences in the VIP margins are apparent. The VIP margins of Figure 6 show a markedly different distribution around the true margin with different accuracy ranking as is shown in Table 2 . The critical loading factor in this case turns out to be o ≅ 2.161. The apparent increase in the system critical loading factor can be attributed to the increase in the reactive reserves of the system. By allowing a different generator to reach the reactive limit, a different spread of VIP margins was obtained. In reality, generators have fixed reactive limits, which are independent of system loading, however this experiment reveals the margin tracking capability of the VIP algorithm, as well as its locational dependence of accuracy of margin estimates. In the third and final case, both generators are allowed to reach their respective reactive limits and a different distribution of the VIP derived margins is obtained. Table 3 lists the data for this case and Table  4 lists the associated VIP margin accuracy ranking. Generator-1 (Slack Bus) 400
Generator-2 (PV Bus) 75
Generator-3 (PV Bus) 20 As both generators are allowed to reach their respective limits in this example, the system approaches instability faster, and voltage collapse occurs at a system loading factor of o ≅ 1.26. This also changes the pattern of margin spread around the true margin and the new accuracy rankings are listed in Table 4 . Since the impact on margins is significant, it becomes necessary to study some of the easily measurable electrical properties of the buses, which change in accordance with the change in the VIP margins as system operating point moves through different conditions. Any such property should have the feature of being easily measurable at every system loading factor and should be able to reflect the changes in the VIP margins with a significant amount of fidelity. It could then provide an easy access in to the changes that happen to the bus margins, under events of contingencies or any future PV-PQ transitions or even under heavily stressed conditions. By monitoring such a property, the accuracy of the VIPs could be easily established with a higher degree of certainty. Figure 7 shows the VIP margins when both generators are allowed to reach their limits. Note the difference in the spread of VIPs around the true margin.
Figure 7. VIP Margin Distribution of 9 Bus
System when Gens 2 and 3 (both) reach the reactive limit.
Characterization of VIP Margins
The dependence of the calculated VIP margins w.r.t. changing system conditions necessitates some form of locational characterization. We are seeking electrical properties which correlate well with margin accuracy to be able to rank margin estimates. However, due to the nonlinearity of the system and the difficulties associated with extrapolating the Thévenin parameters near the critical point, a direct correspondence between the VIP margin accuracy and any such electrical property may be hard to find. The limitations imposed by the nonlinearity of the system can be overcome by exploiting the redundancy of data that is available in a VIP network. In this sense the multiplicity of data becomes an asset which if manipulated in a meaningful manner, can be used to offset the liability; which is the in deterministic nature of the VIP algorithm. To allow for locational characterization of the VIP margins, a sensitivity metric is proposed for monitoring the local sensitivity of VIP locations with respect to the change in local load. The sensitivity metric is defined as
Page 2628 u refers to the ratio of percentage change in the voltage at bus with respect to the percentage change in the complex load at bus , between two consecutive instants of system loading. The percentage change in the voltage and in the local load is used for normalization, because different VIP locations have different amounts of loads present on them. Local sensitivity of VIP locations can be easily determined, and the computation can be performed for every loading factor. This has the benefits of being able to assign confidence degrees to the individual VIP margins as the system is proportionally loaded from base load until collapse point. The use of the confidence degrees can be further exploited to yield a meaningful data fusion of the VIP margins. Since each VIP margin carries some degree of uncertainty, a fusion of a set of margins can attempt to reduce the entropy of the individual margins and can possibly yield a better estimate of the system margin. Of course, in order for data fusion to produce meaningful results, more accurate VIP locations need to identified and isolated from the less accurate VIP locations. This process of elimination of the less accurate margins needs to be performed at every measurement point. The robustness of the sensitivity metric to filter out the less accurate margin estimates is contingent on accuracy with which the Thevenin parameters are estimated. In a number of experiments that have been performed, the local sensitivity of the VIP margins at different locations, as given by equation (14) , has shown a correlation with the accuracy of VIP margins. Often assuming the shape of a decreasing exponential function, the VIP locations that are characterized by higher values of the sensitivity metric turn out to be more accurate than VIP locations with low values of the sensitivity metric. Furthermore, as we move towards the higher end of the sensitivity spectrum, the number of such locations decreases, indicating that a significant number of the locations are characterized by low sensitivity measures which agrees with the behavior of accuracy spectrum of the VIP margins.
IEEE-118 bus system is used to demonstrate the correlation between the local sensitivity of the VIP margins and the corresponding accuracy. Figure 8 draws the correlation between the two quantities of sensitivity and accuracy at base load, = 1 and near critical load, = 2.109. From Figure 8 it can be concluded that as the system is progressively stressed, the correlation between the VIP accuracy and the VIP sensitivity grows stronger. At the base load the spread is over a wider region but is distributed over a narrow region near the critical load. This suggests that as the system moves closer to the collapse, the accurate VIP locations tend to get more sensitive. This observation can be exploited at every instant of system loading and the accurate VIP locations can be identified throughout the network.
Figure 8. Correlation between VIP accuracy
and VIP sensitivity at = and = .
The buses with the largest sensitivities are referred to as critical buses as a small increment in the load power demand can cause the system state to approach instability, in the absence of some control action. In [15] , the identification of critical locations for reactive power support are based on the sensitivities of the total generated reactive power to load powers. It is shown that by monitoring the most sensitive locations, voltage stability assessment can be performed with excellent approximation. The proximity indicator (margin function) converges to zero at the point of saddle-node bifurcation. In case of a proportional load increase, the system state ( , ) undergoes a gradual change under the influence of system loading parameter( ). Near the point of instability
The critical nodes in a power system as defined by their sensitivities affect the onset of voltage collapse dramatically. Since the instability of the operating point is caused, among other reasons, by the deficiency of reactive power, incremental increase in the load demand at such locations close to critical point requires a steep elevation in the reactive power generation. The critical loads in a power network can steer the system out of a near-unstable situation much more effectively, when reactive compensation is used at such points. (16) is met which isolates the load points with largest sensitivities. In case of large power systems, the authors in [16] propose a coherency criteria and calculate the sensitivities of the total generated reactive power with respect to cluster loads and inter-cluster power transfers. By employing the clustering technique a set of coherent buses is obtained, where the voltage phasors obey some pre-defined coherency criteria. The results of the paper indicate excellent approximation to the assessment of voltage stability by monitoring the minimum singular value of the approximate Jacobian. The approximate Jacobian is calculated from the reduced vector where voltage phasors belonging to a particular cluster are assumed to be equal. Since the method of VIP is based on a somewhat inaccurate modelling of a non-linear network, it is very difficult to obtain the true Thevenin parameters near unstable situations at a relatively early period through extrapolation. The heuristic nature of the algorithm produces a diverse distribution of the stability margins. The inaccuracies encountered in the identification of Thevenin equivalent are further compounded in the derivation of stability margins by the assumption of constancy of Thevenin equivalent.. In such a situation an analytic solution to the problem is extremely difficult, if not impossible. However in the future, a closed form solution of a small power network with few VIP points with less non-linearity will be attempted.
Simulations
The IEEE-118 Bus System is subjected in this simulation to a series of different tests for studying the spectrum of VIP margins, the changes caused by different system conditions and for validating the effectiveness of the sensitivity metric in its ability to identify the most accurate VIP locations. A total of 100 test cases have been created, each with a unique combination of the generators that reach the respective reactive limits. By allowing a different combination of generators to reach the reactive limit enough diversity is created in the system in order to empirically test the validity of the sensitivity metric. Each case is characterized by a unique PV curve with distinct instants of PV-PQ transitions. A combination of five such generators is taken in each case and their reactive limits are altered to ensure that they reach their limits.
Since the IEEE-118 Bus System has 54 thermal units, a huge number of combinations is possible depending on the sample size taken. To limit the number of combinations and make it more manageable, a sample of five generators is taken. It has been observed that a sample of five generators generates sufficient diversity in the spectrum of PV-PQ transitions. In a similar fashion different sets of PV-PQ transitions are simulated and the impact on the VIP margins is analyzed. The process of drawing combination is done in the following manner:
• The standard IEEE-118 Bus case is simulated, without any modifications, under a proportional load increase.
• • Combinations of five generators are drawn out of the set of generators that do not reach their reactive limits by making use of
where is the number of generators in PV mode at the critical load and is the sample size, which in this case is 5.
• The sample size could be adjusted, increased or decreased, depending on the number of combinations sought. However, a large sample size may result in numerical problems in the power flow solutions, because of forcing a large number of generators to switch at once, and a sample size of less than five may not generate sufficiently diverse combinations.
• A sample size of five results in 20349 combinations, out of which 100 very diverse combinations are selected. The 100 combinations that are selected are the combinations of generators which lie in the vicinity of heavy loads (Buses 66-118).
By simulating a particular combination of generators to reach the reactive limits, a unique set of PV-PQ transitions is obtained. It is important to note that in each case, in addition to the generators which are forced to switch, other generators will also reach their limits as system loading is varied. Every new combination presents a changed system condition with a distinct PV curve. The most accurate VIP location is tracked in each case. As different generators switch from PV mode to PQ mode, the critical VIP locations travel across the system and the accuracy spectrum changes with every new PV-PQ transition. Figure 10 shows some of the common VIP locations that are most accurate across 100 test cases. It is clear from Figure 10 that there is no single location that is the most accurate across all the test cases. In fact, the most accurate location keeps on changing and moves across the entire system under a changing set of PV-PQ transitions. IEEE-118 bus system has a total of 53 possible VIP locations. Figure 10 . VIP locations that are commonly most accurate across 100 test cases. The sensitivity metric is employed for measuring the local sensitivities of the VIP locations and the sensitivity bounds of top 5%, top 10%, top 20%, top 30%, top 40% , top 50% and top 60% are created and the correlation with similar bounds of accuracy is studied. The 5% sensitivity bound includes the top 5% most sensitive VIP locations and so on. As the sensitivity thresholds are increased, thus encapsulating more buses, the corresponding correlation with a similarly increased accuracy threshold is verified. This is important for two reasons. First, increasing the bounds and studying the correlation for each bound would shed light on the optimum size of the sensitivity threshold and second, such an analysis could be helpful in revealing the number of outliers that appear in each threshold. In [14] , the idea of fusion of margins based on Dempster-Shafer evidential reasoning is explored. In this work, fusion of margins is attempted and the percentage error between the true system margin and the fused margin is observed for different bounds of sensitivities. The bound which results in strongest correlation and least error represents the number of sensitive VIP locations that should be retained for fusion. It is important to note the results in this section are representative of the state of the system when the available margin is 30%. Figure 11 plots the correlation or similarity between different thresholds of accuracy and sensitivity of VIP locations. It is clear that as the thresholds are relaxed, the number of outliers increases as is shown in Figure 12 . Since the implementation of DS fusion in this work is not
Page 2631 resilient to the presence of outliers in the collected data, the error between the fused margin and the true margin invariably increases as the thresholds limits are increased. The results presented in Figures 11, 12 and 13 are average results for 100 cases. A sensitivity threshold of 5% seems to produce least amount of error across 100 cases, only slightly more than 10% sensitivity limit. This results are encouraging in the sense that it mandates the monitoring of only a small number of VIP locations in a given network. Figure 13 shows that by retaining the most 5% sensitive buses, the average error between the fused margin and the true margin is less than 5% from the loading instant when the available system margin is 30% of the base case loading.
Conclusions
The method to calculate the VIP-based estimated margins is presented. It is shown how the locational accuracy and evolution of the margins is affected by the changing system conditions, especially voltage sensitivities at measurement locations. The synthetic simulated PV-PQ transitions radically alter the system state, thus causing a shift in the margin accuracy spectrum. A sensitivity metric is proposed to allow for locational characterization of the VIPs. The robustness of the metric is tested by creating a large number of different test cases of the IEEE-118 bus system, each with a unique combination of generators reaching the reactive limits. The method of estimating the VIP margins is being enhanced by identifying a subset of measurements, consisting of the most accurate VIP locations, by using their voltage sensitivities w.r.t. load changes (easy to calculate local measurements, just like those used in determining the VIPs). More diversity in the experiments increases the confidence level of the proposed VIP margin calculations. The opportunities for an effective data fusion of the VIP margins are currently being explored and the issues of scaling up to applications in large systems are being explored. The modification of VIP margin calculations presented in this paper allows to identify a subset of the most accurate margin estimates and use them for subsequent estimate of the true margin by using the discrete distribution thus obtained, potentially greatly improving both speed and accuracy of the margin estimates while maintaining the simplicity of using local measurements and limited communications for all but the final fusion of margin estimates.
